GENERAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
MEETING #1 AGENDA

Date/Time: August 31, 2015, 2:30–4:30 p.m.
Location: 167 LOH

- Approval of today’s Agenda
- Approval of Minutes from 4-13-2015
- Introductions
- UAS charges to GEC for 2015-2016
- Curriculum items for consideration
  - Log 8673: New course – HNR 260, Alliance and Conflict: World Construction in Religion and Society. Note: to count for Foundation: Historical Perspectives (with skills CCT and PS) and Cultures: World Perspectives (with skills CCT and Collaboration)
  - Log 8675: New course – HNR 261, Alliance and Conflict: World Construction in Religion and Society. Note: to count for Foundation: Arts (with skills CCT and Collaboration) and Cultures: World Perspectives (with skills CCT and Collaboration)
  - Log 8674: New course – HNR 262, Alliance and Conflict: World Construction in Religion and Society. Note: to count for Foundation: Social and Behavioral Sciences (with skills CCT and PS)
    - These are returning proposals – GEC requested amendments 3/30/2015.
- Next assessment cycle: should we split assessment for double-dip courses?
- Chair’s Report
- Director’s Report
- Adjournment

www.gvsu.edu/gened - Look under GE Committee for agenda and minutes and locations.